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Compact and time-saving 

Facilitates the work of heating contractors: Buderus presents 
the Logaflow HB120 hydraulic box  

Time pressure, a shortage of skilled labour and a multitude of 
systems are just some of the challenges faced by heating contractors 
in their day-to-day work. Buderus responds to these challenges with 
the introduction of the Logaflow HB120 hydraulic box. The new 
product speeds up the installation of heating systems because all 
essential system accessories are already pre-assembled in a single 
device. As a result, heating contractors have more time for additional 
projects. The hydraulic box is suited for heating systems in the output 
range up to 25 kW and compatible with almost every Buderus 
heating system for single-family and two-family homes. The Logaflow 
HB120 is a space-saving solution for modernisation projects and new 
buildings. Buderus will present the new product at ISH 2023 in 
Frankfurt, Hall 12, Stand C80.  

All in one box 
The Logaflow HB120 includes important system accessories such as 
expansion vessels for heating and domestic hot water and the safety 
valve for the DHW storage tank. E³ system protection is also 
integrated: Desludging, desalination and degassing take place in the 
box, which contributes to a long service live of the heating system. 
The device moreover combines functionality and design, thus visually 
enhancing every boiler room without taking up much space.  

Speedy installation 
The hydraulic box can be installed without drilling, sealing and 
insulating. All components are pre-assembled, which eliminates 
possible sources of error. Tests with trade customers have shown 
installation time savings of up to six hours. Maintenance can also be 
carried out quickly as all parts are accessible without tools through 
openings at the front, at the top and on both sides of the box. In 
addition, the flow and return connections as well as the domestic 
water inlet and outlet are located on the outside. Flexibility is also 
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ensured, as the lateral connections can be pointed to the left or to the 
right to suit the conditions on site. To save a lot of time, up to two 
Buderus heating circuit quick installation sets with heating circuit 
manifold or hydraulic switch can be bolted directly to the Logaflow 
HB120’s flow and return connection. The Logaflow HB120 can thus 
be used flexibly for heat generators with or without integrated pump. 
Thanks to its compact dimensions (600 x 684 x 860 millimetres, W x 
L x H), the Logaflow HB120 takes up very little space in the 
installation room. It is delivered in a single package with little 
packaging material. Trade customers also save time when ordering 
as all they need is a single order number, which obviates the ned to 
search for and enter the order numbers of several individual 
components  

Caption: 
The new Buderus Logaflow 
HB120 hydraulic box helps 
heating contractors save 
time, as its external 
connections facilitate the 
installation of heating 
systems.  
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Caption: 
In the new Buderus Logaflow 
HB120 hydraulic box, all 
essential hydraulic 
components are pre-
assembled to save space. 

Caption: 
The new Logaflow HB120 
hydraulic box is compatible 
with almost every Buderus 
heating system for single-
family and two-family homes. 
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Caption: 
Up to two Buderus heating 
circuit quick installation sets 
with heating circuit manifold 
or hydraulic switch can be 
bolted to the new Logaflow 
HB120 hydraulic box. 

Caption: 
The lateral connections of the 
new Logaflow HB120 
hydraulic box can be pointed 
to the left or to the right. 

Source: Buderus 
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Meta data for your online and social media channels 
The following information makes it easier for you to publish the present 
press release on your online and social media channels.  

Use the snippets to optimise your websites for search engines, for your e-
mail newsletters or to reach your readers via Facebook and Twitter.   

Search engine optimisation 

• Meta description
The new Buderus Logaflow HB120 hydraulic box speeds up the
installation of heating systems because all necessary system
accessories are already pre-assembled in a single device. As a
result, heating contractors gain more time for additional
projects.

• Tags/keywords
Buderus; hydraulic; heating installation; heating system; system
accessories

Social media / newsletter lead 

• Newsletter lead
Time pressure, a shortage of skilled labour and a multitude of
systems are just some of the challenges faced by heating
contractors in their day-to-day work. Buderus responds to these
challenges with the introduction of the Logaflow HB120
hydraulic box. The new product speeds up the installation of
heating systems because all essential system accessories are
already pre-assembled in a single device. As a result, heating
contractors have more time for additional projects. The
hydraulic box is suited for heating systems in the output range
up to 25 kW and compatible with almost every Buderus heating
system for single-family and two-family homes. The Logaflow
HB120 is a space-saving solution for modernisation projects
and new buildings.
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• Facebook
The new Buderus Logaflow HB120 hydraulic box speeds up the
installation of heating systems because all necessary system
accessories are already pre-assembled in a single device. As a
result, heating contractors have more time for additional
projects. The hydraulic box is suited for heating systems in the
output range up to 25 kW and compatible with almost every
Buderus heating system for single-family and two-family homes.
The Logaflow HB120 is a space-saving solution for
modernisation projects and new buildings. #hydraulic
#heatinginstallation #Buderus

• Twitter
The new #Logaflow HB120 hydraulic box from #Buderus
speeds up the installation of #heatingsystems because all
necessary #systemaccessories are already pre-assembled in a
single device. As a result, trade customers can save time and
use it for additional projects.

Buderus, one of Europe’s strongest brands in the thermotechnology sector, is a provider of efficient and 
reliable system solutions for heating, ventilation and cooling. As a systems expert for heating and 
installation technology, Buderus is distinguished by its consulting expertise, integrated services and 
perfectly matched energy-efficient and connectable heating systems from a single source. The product 
portfolio covers everything from heat generators for liquid and gaseous energy sources to storage 
tanks, controls and heating accessories to a comprehensive range of renewable energy systems such 
as heat pumps and solar thermal systems.  

All Buderus products offer maximum system compatibility, as all components are perfectly matched. 
This enables trade partners to install individual solutions quickly and efficiently, both in new and existing 
buildings, regardless of whether the system is large or small.  

For more information, visit www.buderus.de. 

For supplier lists: Buderus, Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH, Buderus Deutschland, Sophienstraße 30–32, 
35576 Wetzlar, info@buderus.de, phone +49 6441 418-0, fax +49 6441 45602, www.buderus.de 


